
HCL AppScan Standard 

HCL AppScan

Dynamic application security testing 
(DAST) technology that helps you to 
identify and remediate application 
vulnerabilities effectively.

Overview 

HCL AppScan Standard is a dynamic analysis solution designed for security expe�s and pen-testers to use when 
pe�orming security tests on web applications and web API. It runs automated scans that explore and test web 
applications based on one of the most powe�ul scanning engines available. You can quickly triage and prioritize 
issues, using a wealth of information provided including test descriptions and detailed vulnerability descriptions. 
Advisories provide issue remediation advice and fix recommendations for each detected issue. Organizations can 
continuously test web applications in the production environment and assess risks before deployment to prevent 
expensive web application security breaches. 

Benefits 

Reduce the overall risk of costly data breaches

Access detailed results and actionable 
fix recommendations 

Remediate security vulnerabilities before a�ackers 

Enhance security program management

Reduce the time to find and remediate 
vulnerabilities in applications

Pe�orm in-depth security analysis 
throughout software development

Achieve regulatory compliance 



Features

Test Web Applications, Web API and Mobile Backends 
HCL AppScan Standard employs the latest algorithms and techniques to ensure the most accurate crawl 
coverage and testing. HCL AppScan’s unique Action Based technology and tens of thousands of built-in 
tests handle real-world application risk from simple web apps, through single page applications to JSON 
based REST APIs. 

Optimize Testing and Pe�orm Incremental Scanning 
HCL AppScan Standard allows users to shift the balance between test speed and test accuracy to meet the 
unique needs of their development lifecycle. Incremental scanning capabilities can be leveraged to save 
time by limiting the tests to only new po�ions of the application.

Tackle the Most Complex Applications 
HCL AppScan can tailor its testing for all needs. With its advanced configuration, users are empowered to 
scan even the most complex scenarios. HCL AppScan records and tests complex multi-step sequences, 
dynamically generating unique data and tracking all varieties of headers and tokens. Machine Learning 
capabilities can optimize the crawling of large applications by predicting which links lead to new areas 
in applications. 

Enhance Insight 
Extensive repo�ing offers powe�ul insights on the issues that are found to simplify issue triage and 
remediation. HCL AppScan provides comprehensive lists of compliance and industry standard repo�s
(such as PCI, HIPAA, OWASP Top 10, SANS 25, etc.) to assist with all regulatory requirements. 

About HCLSoftware 
HCLSoftware is a division of HCLTech (HCL) that operates its primary software business. It develops, markets, sells, and 
suppo�s over 30 product families in the areas of Digital Transformation, Data Analytics & Insights, AI and Automation, and 
Enterprise Security. HCLSoftware has offices and labs around the world to serve thousands of customers. Its mission is to 
drive ultimate customer success with their IT investments through relentless innovation of its products. 

For more information please visit www.hclfederal.com


